On the 8th September 2017, KPJ Damansara Specialist Hospital celebrated World Physical Therapy Day. In conjunction of World Physical Therapy Day 2017, the rehab team conducted a program / event in the hospital to celebrate on the important role of Physical Therapy to the society. This year we conducted an exhibition event concept consisting of several booth such as Sports Injury, Work related Musculoskeletal Disorder, Cardio-Respiratory, Paediatric, Stroke and also Woman Health. Each of this booth has screening programs that explains the importance and also create awareness of each conditions individual faces in day-to-day life. Hence, under the umbrella of this year theme “Physical activity for life”, the hospital organized several activities for honourable customers, guest, consultants and hospital employees to participate. The picture of the tentative program is as below.
Early in the morning, the Physiotherapist started the day by inviting patients and staff that is present at the hospital to participate in Matt exercises.
Emcee for the Physiotherapy Day was led by our very own Physiotherapist, Madam Hilma and Mr. Joshua.

In order to kick in with the theme this year “Physical Activity for life”, we invited National Players to join this year exhibition to help promote and create the awareness and importance of Physiotherapy.

We started of the event by Celebrating our Independence Day together with our 20th year’s anniversary of the Hospital.
Our very Own CEO of KPJ Damansara Specialist Hospital.

Cik Fawziah Muhammad

Our very own Sporting Dr! Deputy Medical Director and Orthopaedic Sports and trauma Surgeon.

Dr. Rozman Idrus!

Our Very own Executive Director!

Tuan Haji Mohamed Nasir
Cake cutting by our Deputy Medical Director, CEO together with National Athlete.

CAKE FOR CELEBRATION

Our National Woman Field Hockey Athlete demonstrating some movement of swings to the audience.
Photo taking with the National Woman Field Hockey Gold Medalist Athlete and National Woman badminton Single Gold Medalist for Sea Games 2017.

Autograph Session with the National Athletes!
Health screening and education to the clients present at the Hospital during the event.
Performance by our very own Physiotherapist!

Theraband exercise and Relaxation breathing exercise
BOOTH FOR THE EVENT!
OUR NATIONAL ATHLETE TRYING OUT THE POWER PLATE MACHINES

PHOTOGRAPHY SESSION WITH PHYSIOTHERAPIST AND NATIONAL ATHLETES!
PHYSIOTHERAPIST TEAM OF KPJ DAMANSARA SPECIALIST HOSPITAL